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     For what I had read in the article, “Human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent. 
Human rights are what make us human. When we speak of the right to life, or development, or to 
dissent and diversity, we are speaking of tolerance. Tolerance will ensure all freedoms. Without 
it, we can be certain of none.” Isn’t it amazing but nowadays human rights had changed. 
 
     I witnessed my home land how it changed, it was during the “hariraya eid’l fitri” or the 
celebration of Ramadan, older and younger Muslims mesmerizing the moment but suddenly the 
news was published that one of the mosque (masjid) in the Jolo Sulu was strike by the military 
during the ceremony, it was the scariest and bloodiest attack that I ever heard, I could never 
imagined that this will happened, many civilian died in different ages and those alive are 
captured with no legal evidence, it made me remained stationary at all times, there is something 
part of angriness that maybe lead for revenged but it’s just only a matter of loved to my fellow 
Muslims, the government forgot the human rights  which one of this is respecting the religions, I 
don’t know it might be, I am over reacting in this situation, if I can confront  God ( Allah), I want 
to ask him, why did this happened? I know for sure that only almighty god can answered the 
mysteries behind. God gave us everything but only respect to our neighboring religions was 
vanished, for me, it was the simplest attitude “RESPECT” however it doesn’t applied in this time. 
 
     In brief the human right that we inherent in each of us by virtue of the fact that we are 
members of the human species was loss but hoping for hope someday that the tolerance and 
mercy that gifted by God will pass into our new generations. 
 


